ACROSS

Augmented Reality makes information available whenever and wherever it is needed. In industrial applications, this allows processes to be more efficient, errors to be avoided and costs to be saved. AcRoSS intends to facilitate the development of AR applications. Result of the project is a service platform on which standardized software modules are provided that can be efficiently combined to AR applications. The platform was successfully used in the development of AR applications for the repair of machines and the support of assembly in the aerospace industry.

https://across-ar.de/home/

UBERMETRICS

Every minute there is a huge data flow; tweets, blogs and news, which can be used by companies due to intelligent reporting. UBERMETRICS is analyzing public information flows of heterogeneous sources for identifying risks, potentials and trends. The gained information helps companies in their decision-making processes.

www.ubermetrics-technologies.com/de/